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MedCERTAIN (MedPICS Certification and Rating of Trustworthy Health Information on the Net, http://www.medcertain.org/) is a recently launched international project funded under the European Union’s (EU) “Action Plan for safer use of the Internet. It provides a technical infrastructure and a conceptual basis for an international system of “quality seals”, ratings and self-labelling of Internet health information, with the final aim to establish a “trustmark” for networked health information. Digital “quality seals” are evaluative metadata (using standards such as PICS=Platform for Internet Content Selection, now being replaced by RDF/XML) assigned by trusted third-party raters. The project also enables and encourages self-labelling with descriptive metainformation by web authors. Together these measures will help consumers as well as professionals to identify high-quality information on the Internet. MedCERTAIN establishes a fully functional demonstrator for a self- and third-party rating system enabling consumers and professionals to filter harmful health information and to positively identify and select high quality information. We aim to provide a system which allows citizens to place greater trust in networked information, exemplified in the domain of health information, whilst also making a significant contribution for similar projects with different target domains. The project will demonstrate how PICS-based content rating and filtering technologies can automate and exploit value-adding resource description services. It further proposes standards for interoperability of rating services.

Background
The evolution of the “information age” is mirrored in the exponential growth in the number of web sites and online accessible databases, and expanding services and publications available on the Internet.¹ Many consumers and patients directly apply the information they have read on the Internet to their own lives ². A well-known concern is the extremely variable quality of health related information on the Internet, which ranges from beneficial to harmful. Several studies have evaluated the quality of medical information on various venues of the Internet such as the World-Wide-Web ³, newsgroups ⁴ and email consultations ⁵-⁷. As information technology and consumer health informatics are becoming integral parts of modern public health concepts and national health care policies in developed countries ⁸, implications of Internet information for public health are widely discussed topics ⁹,¹⁰. Misinformation can lead patients with life-threatening conditions to lose trust in their provider, take actions that undermine the effectiveness of their treatment (e.g., by taking substances that interact in a negative way with prescribed medications). Patients may use their limited time with their healthcare provider unproductively in ways that ultimately increase costs of care, and even abandon a provider delivering high-quality care to pursue ineffective therapies. People with inadequate capabilities in critical thinking may also be victimized by biased or incomplete information from those with a financial interest in the information they provide ¹¹. Such risks are present in most media, but on the World-Wide-Web this problem reaches a new dimension. Therefore new technologies and services, which allow consumers to filter high-quality information, are needed to shift the balance towards more effective utilisation of trustworthy and beneficial health information.⁸,¹²

Quality management of health information on the Internet
To realize the full potential of the Internet for self-help, self-care and patient empowerment, it is necessary to ensure the quality of information. As on the Internet any centralized body to assure quality is unrealistic and undesirable, one current challenge of consumer health informatics is to develop applications that help consumers to assess the quality of information and to automatically filter information according to their needs.¹²
Quality management of health information on the Internet essentially rests on four pillars – the four big E’s:  
- Educating consumers so that they are better able to identify and find good quality information  
- Encouraging health information publishers to self-regulation and self-labeling (disclosure, content description with metadata). This also involves educating publishers so that they are better able to provide high quality information  
- Evaluating information by independent external third parties,  
- Enforcement of existing legislation, in the case of fraudulent or harmful information.

We describe the ongoing implementation of these four pillars in an ongoing EU project named MedCERTAIN (MedPICS Certification and Rating of Trustworthy Health Information on the Net), funded by the European Union under the „EU Action Plan on promoting safer use of the Internet by combating illegal and harmful content on global networks“ (http://www2.echo.lu/iap/). The Action Plan and this project are pulling together academics, industry, consumers, and professional organizations in order to establish a comprehensive quality management system on the Internet, which includes a network of hot-lines, support for self-regulation, development of technical measures for rating and filtering, and awareness initiatives. This paper will focus on the conceptual, organizational and technical framework of the project.

Concept

The MedCERTAIN project follows up from the idea that the quality of health information and interactive applications on the Internet cannot and should not be controlled by a central body or authority, but instead information and applications must be evaluated and be “labelled” in a decentralised manner.  

Labelling means to provide meta-information, i.e. to provide information about information. We have previously pointed out that meta-information can be descriptive or evaluative. In 1997, we proposed a medical core metadata set based on the W3C PICS (Platform for Internet Content Selection) standard, which we called medPICS. Proposed descriptive metadata included authorship, qualification of authors, sources of funding, content keywords based on UMLS/MeSH etc.  

Compared to other approaches, such as the provision of Dublin Core Metadata in HTML metatags, which allow only the use of descriptive meta-information supplied by webauthors, the idea behind medPICS was to make use of the fact that the PICS standard allows for metadata to be assigned by third parties. In the health field this can be used to evaluate information on other websites. The combination of descriptive and evaluative ratings can be used by consumers to filter information according to their needs and help them to make informed health decisions.

From PICS to RDF/XML

The PICS standard is currently migrating towards becoming an application of the XML/RDF technology of the W3C. The successor standard, RDF (the Resource Description Framework), grew out of work on expanding PICS (then called PICS-NG) to provide for more flexible descriptive capabilities (e.g. textual comments). RDF is a W3C Recommendation for Web "resource description" which includes labelling, classification, cataloguing, rating etc. RDF in turn adopts the W3C XML Recommendation as a new file format for exchanging such data, replacing the PICS 1.1 format.

Organizational framework for rating and labeling information

The MedCERTAIN consortium is not rating health information itself, but builds an organizational and technical infrastructure which allows individuals and organizations to evaluate information on other websites and creates standards for collaboration and interoperability among rating services. This evaluative meta-information coming from different sources, together with descriptive meta-information voluntarily assigned by the webauthors, can be used by consumers to filter high-quality information for their needs. Meta-information can either be provided by webauthors themselves or provided from a third-party rating service (or simply "label bureau").

Approaches to deliver evaluative meta-information

The most common approach to provide evaluative meta-information is “self-labelling” by means of putting a static “award” logo on a webpage to show endorsement by third parties (or to provide this information as text or by providing meta-tags). A problem of these “first generation” approaches is that such awards and logos can be included by webmasters themselves and therefore are more suited for marketing purposes rather than to provide reliable reassurance to consumers.

Second generation approaches make such logos or awards “clickable” and allow consumers to check the current standing of a website by directly linking to the third-party site which would display a dynamic record. Examples for services using this approach are VeriSign, E-trust, or VIPPS (Verified Internet Practice Sites) of the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy. The Health on the Net (HON) Logo is currently transiting from a first- to a second generation approach.

Both first and second-generation approaches allow webauthors to publish selectively “awards” or evaluative meta-information with no possibilities for rating services to bring this information directly to consumers. While such approaches make sense for descriptive meta-information (e.g. information about the authors, date of publication, qualification of authors etc.) provided in
metatags) they are problematic for evaluative metainformation.

Third generation approaches would allow consumers to directly retrieve metainformation from one or more rating services in real time while accessing a website.

Two complementary approaches will be tested for the MedCERTAIN project to convey evaluative metainformation to consumers:

- **PICS (RDF/XML) labels** (Fig. 1).
- **Dynamic quality “seals”** (Fig. 2):

  ![Figure 1](image1.png)  
  **Figure 1** – The medPICS standard can be used to transmit metainformation directly to consumers, for example to mark fraudulent websites

  ![Figure 2](image2.png)  
  **Figure 2** – Dynamic quality seals, which are linked to a dynamic MedCERTAIN page, providing additional descriptive and evaluative information about the website, can be displayed by trustworthy health websites

**Levels of accreditation**

The MedCERTAIN consortium is evaluating the use of different levels of certification for publishers of health information on the web.

- **Level 1** labels indicate that the site is in "good standing" (no complaints are filed), that the information provider has agreed to follow an consensus e-Health Code of Ethics and that basic disclosure information has been submitted. The disclosures can be retrieved by the consumer either by clicking on the seal (a new webpage opens, generated by the MedCERTAIN site), or by means of medPICS metainformation.

- **Level 2** labels indicate that the website has been checked by a third party (a member of the MedCERTAIN collaboration) and fulfills the formal criteria of the eHealth Code of Ethics.

- **Level 3** labels indicate that the content of a website has been evaluated by an individual rater (expert) or
a rating organisation, who are content experts (medical organisations). Based on these evaluations the rater would make a general judgement on the trustworthiness of the publisher.

Level 4 labels indicate that the content of a document (a webpage) has been peer-reviewed by an independent third party. This level will only be used in special cases (such as clinical guidelines) and also involves that the content needs to be re-evaluated if significant chances have been made.

Who rates the information?

A number of organizations, institutions and individual experts are already in the business of evaluating, accrediting, or endorsing information. Some (for example professional societies) are just publishing links as endorsements on their websites, others (such as Medical Matrix) maintain databases with evaluative information. The problem is that all these efforts are made in a non-coordinated way and that no common rating criteria are used. Many of the rating criteria commonly in use are not even validated.21

Goal: Interoperability of rating services

A basic idea of MedCERTAIN is to foster cooperation and interoperability of these services. If all health information rating services on the Internet would use a common, standardized "language" (evaluative metadata) to describe and rate health information on the net, and if this data can be exchanged and communicated to the consumer in a standardized way, then the user will have a huge resource of metainformation at his fingertips, helping him to assess the credibility of any health information he finds.

Consensus rating criteria for collaborative evaluation

In September 2000 a group of experts gathered in Heidelberg, to draft the “Heidelberg recommendations”, which contain a basic set of reliable consensus quality criteria for health related websites, that can be used for assessment by a third party; a rating vocabulary (a computer-readable representation of these rating categories and their scales); a set of descriptive metadata categories, which will allow health websites to disclose essential information required in the Washington Code of eHealth Ethics 20 in a standardized, computer-readable way; and a data exchange structure which assures interoperability of rating services. A "Collaboration for Critical Appraisal of Internet Health Information", proposed already in 1997,12 is currently being formed, which brings together organizations and individuals who are active in the field of reviewing, appraising, rating, evaluating health information on the web, based on the consensus criteria, and to further develop methods and to exchange data. Together with the Cochrane Collaboration, this initiative hopes to improve dissemination of evidence to consumers on the Internet and thereby to advance evidence-based decision making in health care in empowering consumers to make informed, evidence-based decisions.

Acquisition of ratings

A rating organisation can be for example a trusted medical society who chooses to certify websites relevant to their work, or a library attempting to collect high-quality resources on the web.

If a publisher wishes a level-3 or level-4 certification from any or a specific society or body he would contact the MedCERTAIN collaboration, which would forward the rating request to the respective society/body (Members of the MedCERTAIN collaboration can decide whether they rate information for free or whether they charge a fee to the publisher).

Raters are individual experts, working either independently or are affiliated with a rating service/organisation. The MedCERTAIN rater database currently contains more than 100 experts, who voluntarily or for a fee evaluate health information on the Net.

Rating services, such as professional societies or libraries, collaborating with the MedCERTAIN project, can supply ratings through two different venues: Either, rating services publish their metainformation in XML on their site, and the MedCERTAIN database will automatically harvest these ratings, or a rating service (such as a professional society wishing to endorse a website) uses tools which will be supplied by the MedCERTAIN consortium, such as bookmarklets, the RDF what’s-related menu, the HTML forms interface, bookmark uploads, remote bookmark storage (in LDAP repositories or JAVA-Applets). Digital signatures may ensure the authenticity of these ratings.

How does the metadata come to the user?

The ratings gathered in the MedCERTAIN database constitute a RDF “open directory” will be redistributed and can reach the consumer through different channels. With PICS technology, consumers will be able to use their browsers, or additional software, to retrieve this metainformation automatically in the background whenever they access a website. Similarly, health kiosks (publicly accessible Internet terminals for use in libraries and hospitals) may use this infrastructure to limit access to quality assessed content on the web, or to display disclaimers if the consumer is leaving the "evidence-based" (rated) subset of the web. Search engines may also access the MedCERTAIN RDF data and may for example display this information already when listing the search results. In addition, the collaborating rating services may publish this information on their site. Finally, web publishers themselves may publish a dynamically generated seal described above which will make visible relevant
information from the MedCERTAIN database to users when they access the website.
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